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India Strategy 
The Lessons Are Evident 

Conclusion:  There are three lessons to be learnt from 
the recent correction in Indian equities.  Firstly, the 
market triggers continue to lie overseas rather than at 
home.  Secondly, India is a high beta “bear” market. 
Thirdly, FII flows are critical to market performance 
despite the renewed faith in equities by domestic 
investors.   

What's New:  Our global macro team is arguing that 
we may be in a risk reduction trade globally.  While this 
does not augur well for emerging markets, India is 
worse off.  Firstly, Indian equities still trade at a 
significant premium to emerging markets and the world.  
Secondly, India’s policy response has been very 
different from the rest of the emerging world.  
Consequently, India has run a consumption-driven 
growth cycle in contrast to a more-needed investment-
driven cycle.  The current account has slipped into 
deficit and capacity constraints are clearly visible 
especially in infrastructure.  Lastly, India is 
distinguished from the rest of the emerging world by its 
dependence on portfolio flows to sustain economic 
performance and fund its current account deficit. 

Implications:  India’s recent growth acceleration 
springs from the benefits of burgeoning risk love in the 
world.  The virtuous cycle of low interest rates, 
leveraged consumption-led growth, buoyant corporate 
earnings, higher equity prices, bull markets in other 
asset classes and thus wealth creation for households 
and corporates is disproportionately dependent on 
portfolio flows.  The worrying aspect of the recent sell 
off is not that this may be start of a more serious bear 
market but that it could test India’s near term 
fundamental story.   
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Model Portfolio 
 Reuters MSCI Portfolio Over/Under Price (Rs) Mkt Cap Avg 3M T/O Analyst YTD Perf.
Company Ticker Weight (%) Weight (%) - Weight (bps) 2/6/06 US$mn US$mn Rating (%)
Consumer Discretionary  7.5 2.6 -493  
Bajaj Auto Ltd. BJAT.BO 1.6 2.6 100 2,718.1 5,934 20.0 Overweight 35.9
Consumer Staples  8.7 14.4 568  
ITC Ltd. ITC.BO 3.5 5.5 200 164.4 13,206 38.5 Overweight 15.8
Hindustan Lever Ltd HLL.BO 3.5 7.0 350 241.8 11,478 26.4 Overweight 22.6
Marico Industries MRCO.BO  2.0 200 433.6 543 0.7 Overweight 18.0
Energy  16.2 20.2 399  
Oil & Natural Gas Corp. ONGC.BO 3.6 6.6 300 1,126.2 34,647 59.0 Overweight -4.1
Reliance Industries Ltd. RELI.BO 11.6 13.6 200 957.4 28,774 151.9 ++ 39.9
Financials  18.0 17.9 -1  
HDFC Bank Ltd. HDBK.BO 3.1 7.1 400 764.8 5,167 13.2 Overweight 8.1
ICICI Bank ICBK.BO 6.6 6.0 -60 551.0 10,568 14.8 Equal-Weight -5.8
IDFC IDFC.BO 0.3 2.8 250 55.9 1,353 7.2 Overweight - V -23.7
Union Bank UNBK.BO NA 2.0 200 106.0 1,052 3.5 Overweight -13.2
Healthcare  5.3 4.7 -59  
Sun Pharma SUN.BO 0.7 4.7 400 813.8 3,637 4.5 Overweight 19.3
Industrials  9.7 5.3 -442  
Tata Motors TAMO.BO 2.8 5.3 250 789.0 6,824 57.8 Overweight 20.8
Materials  7.3 7.2 -12  
Hindalco Industries Ltd. HALC.BO 3.5 2.5 -100 179.7 4,496 37.6 Overweight 25.3
Steel Authority of India SAIL.BO NA 1.5 150 80.1 7,137 37.7 Overweight 48.3
Associated Cement Cos. ACC.BO 0.8 3.3 250 786.2 3,107 58.0 Overweight 47.2
Technology   20.4 21.5 117       
Infosys Technologies Ltd. INFY.BO 12.4 15.4 300 2,886.3 16,999 88.4 Overweight -3.7
Patni Computer Systems PTNI.BO NA 1.0 100 350.2 1,041 4.2 Overweight -29.3
Tata Consultancy Services TCS.BO 2.2 5.2 300 1,788.1 18,877 31.9 Overweight 5.0
Telecoms   4.5 3.5 -99       
Reliance Communication Ventures RLCM.BO 3.5 3.5 0 259.5 6,848 NA NA NA
Utilities   2.3 2.0 -35       
National Thermal Power NTPC.BO NA 1.5 150 110.0 19,560 18.9 Equal-Weight -1.9
Reliance Energy Ventures RLEV.BO NA 0.5 50 33.0 871 NA NA NA
Cash   0.0 0.6 57       
++Data for this company have been removed from consideration in this report because, under applicable law and/or Morgan Stanley policy, Morgan Stanley may be precluded from issuing such 
information with respect to this company at this time. NA = Not applicable/available.  
Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research  
 

Market Focus 
  Current 1-W YTD

BSE Sensex 10,451.33 -3.31 11.21

MSCI India * 408.84 -6.57 6.78
Local Currency, * as of June 1, 2006. Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research 
 

Recent Reports 
India Monthly Review: Retrospect May 2006 June 2, 2006
Model Portfolio Change May 25, 2006
Ownership: Domestic Players in the Act May 15, 2006
Domestic Flow Monitor: April 2006 May 10, 2006
Almost Everybody Is Bearish May 8, 2006
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JM Morgan Stanley ("JMMS") is acting as financial advisor to 
Reliance Communications Venture Limited (RCVL) in 
connection with the Group re-organization. 

RCVL has agreed to pay fees to JMMS for its financial 
services, including transaction fees that are subject to the 
consummation of the proposed transaction.  

Please refer to the notes at the end of this report. 

Lessons From the May Movements 
The market has fallen about 14% in May and 18% from its all-
time high on May 11, 2006.   Expectedly the trigger has been 
global.  While there has not been a specific event, investor 
concern about growth and inflation has caused a sell off in 
risky assets.   There were two more lessons to be picked up 
from an Indian perspective.  Firstly, India remains a high beta 
“bear” market, i.e. its beta tends to rise in bearish conditions 
(Exhibit 1).  Thus while the going was good India performed 
mostly in line with emerging markets with concentrated bouts 
of outperformance.  When the going got tough, Indian equities 
slipped more than most emerging markets.  This high beta 
nature of Indian equities underscores India’s strong linkages 
to global financial markets despite the apparent low 
correlation of its economic growth to the world.   

Foreign portfolio investors sold US$1.6 billion of stock in May, 
the highest ever in their 13 years of investing in India.  
Domestic institutions, on the other hand, bought more stock 
than ever in a month.  In fact, their net buying of US$1.7 
billion offsets the net FII selling during May.  Even so, markets 
fell hard.  Once again, this emphasizes the equity market’s 
dependence on overseas factors in contrast to domestic 
factors.  The second lesson is that the flow data debunks the 
theory that growing domestic interest in the equity market will 
make the market less vulnerable to foreign portfolio outflows.  
The dependence on portfolio flows is deep and fundamental.   

FIIs Are Critical 
The source of India’s cyclical acceleration of the past three 
years has been the rise in global risk love.  Global risk 
appetite has caused an upswing in foreign capital flows, 
mainly portfolio flows in debt and equity.  The increase in 
capital flows (and hence foreign exchange reserves) has 
depressed the cost of capital, allowed consumers to leverage 
their balance sheets and consume ahead of income growth.  
This, in turn, has boosted overall economic activity, corporate 
earnings and ROE and thus share prices.  The rise in share 
prices has led to wealth creation, which has in turn pushed 
other asset markets higher.   

Exhibit 1 
India: A High Beta Market 
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Source: Factset, MSCI, Morgan Stanley Research 
Exhibit 2 
Stock Prices Depend Directly on FII Flows 
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Source: SEBi, Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research 
 

Widespread asset market bubbles have enriched Indian 
households by around US$250 billion over the past two years, 
on our estimates.  This wealth accumulation allows 
households to leverage balance sheets and consume and 
absorb possible shocks to the cost of borrowing.  However, 
most pertinently, it has fostered appetite for risky assets, 
creating a huge virtuous cycle of confidence, economic 
performance and asset returns.  This virtuous cycle has 
seemed infallible.  The critical link was portfolio flows.  Equity 
portfolio flows, until April 2006, had alone accounted for more 
than 35% of India’s foreign exchange reserve growth since 
March 2003 when the bull market began.  Thus any slow 
down in FII flows could adversely impact foreign exchange 
reserve accretion, which, in turn, would have negative 
implications for interest rates, economic growth and hence 
stock market fundamentals.   
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The change in forex reserves has a direct bearing on equities, 
too (Exhibit 2).  With the exception of the tech bubble, when 
the rise in share prices exceeded the magnitude suggested by 
the change in foreign exchange reserves, the change in forex 
reserves has been a good leading indicator of stock price 
performance.  It tends to lead share price performance by 
about three months and is better at explaining directional 
movement rather than the scale of the move in stock prices.  
The fundamental underpinning is the fact that the change in 
forex reserves determines the excess liquidity in the system, 
which, in turn, has express relevance to asset prices, 
including bonds, equities and real estate.   

Quite obviously, FIIs directly influence share price 
performance (Exhibit 3).  With exception of the 2001, when 
flows were possibly overstated due to the stock market scam 
in the early part of that year, FII flows have left an impression 
on share prices since they began investing in India in 1993.  
The bottom line is that, even if domestic investors fill up any 
void left behind in the event FIIs slow down their pace of 
buying, it may not be good enough for stocks unless foreign 
exchange reserves are helped by some other event, such as 
a surge in FDI.  Quite aside from their direct impact on 
equities, FIIs play a central role in fueling economic growth, 
hence their lack of participation could have a cascading effect 
on asset prices, in our view.   

Risk Re-pricing Will Put Fundamentals to Test 
This assessment of the influence FIIs wield on India’s macro 
and stock markets is relevant in the context of our macro’s 
team of the world.  Our global macro team is arguing that we 
may be in a risk reduction trade globally as the investors get 
worried about growth and/or inflation.  Such a risk reduction 
trade obviously does not augur well for emerging markets.  
However, even in the EM context, India is worse off.  To start 
with India trades at a significant premium to emerging markets 
and the world.  Even after the recent underperformance, the 
Indian P/E multiple is 47% and 35% (Exhibit 4) higher than 
the emerging market and world market average respectively 
(based on the MSCI indices and current earnings).  While the 
risk love was high, rich valuations did not bother investors.  
On the way down, matters could be different.   

Secondly, India’s policy response has been very different from 
the rest of the emerging world.  Consequently, India has run a 
consumption driven growth cycle in contrast to a more needed 
investment driven cycle.  The current account has slipped into 
deficit and capacity constraints are clearly visible especially in 
infrastructure.  Thirdly, India is distinguished from the rest of 

the emerging world by its dependence on portfolio flows to 
sustain economic performance and fund its current account 
deficit.    

The worrying aspect of the recent sell off is not that investors 
have suffered losses and that this may be start of a more 
serious bear market but that it could test India’s fundamental 
story.  The long story is still intact but the near term story 
could be tested given that India is heavily dependent on 
portfolio flows to sustain near term growth rate and a smooth 
transition to FDI flow may not be forthcoming in a short 
period.  

Exhibit 3 
Market Depends on Positive Forex Reserve 
Changes for Performance 
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Source: Bloomberg, CEIC, RBI, Morgan Stanley Research 
 
Exhibit 4 
Valuations Remain Rich 
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The information and opinions in this report were prepared or are disseminated by Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Asia Limited (which 
accepts the responsibility for its contents) and/or Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 
199206298Z, regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, which accepts the responsibility for its contents),  and/or Morgan 
Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H, regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, 
which accepts the responsibility for its contents), and/or Morgan Stanley & Co. International Limited, Taipei Branch and/or Morgan 
Stanley & Co International Limited, Seoul Branch, and/or Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Australia Limited (A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, 
holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents), and/or JM Morgan Stanley 
Securities Private Limited and their affiliates (collectively, "Morgan Stanley"). 
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The following analysts hereby certify that their views about the companies and their securities discussed in this report are 
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expressing specific recommendations or views in this report: Ridham Desai. 
Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are research analysts. 
 

Global Research Conflict Management Policy 
This research has been published in accordance with our conflict management policy, which is available at 
www.morganstanley.com/institutional/research/conflictpolicies. 
 

Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies 
The following analyst, strategist, or research associate (or a household member) owns securities in a company that he or she 
covers or recommends in this report: Ridham Desai - Infosys Technologies (common stock), ITC Ltd. (common stock), Hindustan 
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securities in their sub industry as defined by the Global Industry Classification Standard ("GICS," which was developed by and is 
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Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated makes a market in the securities of Infosys Technologies. 
Certain disclosures listed above are also for compliance with applicable regulations in non-US jurisdictions. 
 
 
STOCK RATINGS 
Different securities firms use a variety of rating terms as well as different rating systems to describe their recommendations. For 
example, Morgan Stanley uses a relative rating system including terms such as Overweight, Equal-weight or Underweight (see 
definitions below). A rating system using terms such as buy, hold and sell is not equivalent to our rating system. Investors should 
carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each research report. In addition, since the research report contains more 
complete information concerning the analyst's views, investors should carefully read the entire research report and not infer its 
contents from the rating alone.  In any case, ratings (or research) should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An 
investor's decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) and 
other considerations. 
 
Global Stock Ratings Distribution 
(as of May 31, 2006) 
For disclosure purposes only (in accordance with NASD and NYSE requirements), we include the category headings of Buy, Hold, 
and Sell alongside our ratings of Overweight, Equal-weight and Underweight. Morgan Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold 
or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, and Underweight are not the equivalent of buy, hold, and sell but 
represent recommended relative weightings (see definitions below). To satisfy regulatory requirements, we correspond Overweight, 
our most positive stock rating, with a buy recommendation; we correspond Equal-weight and Underweight to hold and sell 
recommendations, respectively. 
 

  Coverage Universe Investment Banking Clients (IBC) 

Stock Rating Category Count % of Total Count
% of Total 

IBC
% of Rating 

Category

Overweight/Buy 742 37% 281 42% 38%
Equal-weight/Hold 906 45% 303 46% 33%
Underweight/Sell 349 17% 78 12% 22%
Total 1,997  662   
 
 
Data include common stock and ADRs currently assigned ratings. An investor's decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on 
individual circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) and other considerations. Investment Banking Clients are 
companies from whom Morgan Stanley or an affiliate received investment banking compensation in the last 12 months. 
 
Analyst Stock Ratings 
Overweight (O or Over) - The stock's total return is expected to exceed the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index, on a 
risk-adjusted basis over the next 12-18 months. 
Equal-weight (E or Equal) - The stock's total return is expected to be in line with the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index, 
on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 12-18 months. 
Underweight (U or Under) - The stock's total return is expected to be below the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index, on a 
risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
More volatile (V) - We estimate that this stock has more than a 25% chance of a price move (up or down) of more than 25% in a 
month, based on a quantitative assessment of historical data, or in the analyst's view, it is likely to become materially more volatile 
over the next 1-12 months compared with the past three years.  Stocks with less than one year of trading history are automatically 
rated as more volatile (unless otherwise noted). We note that securities that we do not currently consider "more volatile" can still 
perform in that manner. 
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in this report is 12 to 18 months. 
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Analyst Industry Views 
Attractive (A): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be 
attractive vs. the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
In-Line (I): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be in line 
with the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
Cautious (C): The analyst views the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months with caution 
vs. the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
Benchmarks for each region are as follows: North America - S&P 500; Latin America - relevant MSCI country index; Europe - MSCI 
Europe; Japan - TOPIX; Asia - relevant MSCI country index. 
 
Stock price charts and rating histories for companies discussed in this report are available at 
www.morganstanley.com/companycharts or from your local investment representative.  You may also request this 
information by writing to Morgan Stanley at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Equity Research Management), New York, 
NY, 10036 USA. 
 
Other Important Disclosures 
For a discussion, if applicable, of the valuation methods used to determine the price targets included in this summary 
and the risks related to achieving these targets, please refer to the latest relevant published research on these stocks.  
Research is available through your sales representative or on Client Link at www.morganstanley.com and other 
electronic systems. 
This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice.  It has been prepared without regard to the 
individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it.  The securities discussed in this report 
may not be suitable for all investors. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular 
investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser.  The appropriateness 
of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor's individual circumstances and objectives. The 
securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors 
may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. 
This report is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or to participate in any 
particular trading strategy.  The "Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section lists all 
companies mentioned in this report where Morgan Stanley owns 1% or more of a class of common securities of the 
companies.  For all other companies mentioned in this report, Morgan Stanley may have an investment of less than 
1% in securities or derivatives of securities of companies mentioned in this report, and may trade them in ways 
different from those discussed in this report. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the preparation of this 
report may have investments in securities or derivatives of securities of companies mentioned in this report, and may 
trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report. Derivatives may be issued by Morgan Stanley or 
associated persons. 
Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated and its affiliate companies do business that relates to companies covered in its 
research reports, including market making and specialized trading, risk arbitrage and other proprietary trading, fund 
management, investment services and investment banking. Morgan Stanley sells to and buys from customers the 
securities/instruments of companies covered in its research reports on a principal basis. 
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, reports prepared by Morgan Stanley research personnel 
are based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but 
we make no representation that it is accurate or complete.  We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or 
information in this report change apart from when we intend to discontinue research coverage of a subject company. 
Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, 
professionals in other Morgan Stanley business areas, including investment banking personnel. 
Morgan Stanley research personnel conduct site visits from time to time but are prohibited from accepting payment or 
reimbursement by the company of travel expenses for such visits. 
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The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange 
rates, securities prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors.  There 
may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in your securities transactions.  Past performance is 
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